
Massahusetts Institute of TehnologyCenter for Spae ResearhCambridge, MA 02139Room 37-521mwb�spae.mit.edu 12 July 2002To: ACIS TeamFrom: Mark Bautz for the MIT ACIS TeamSubjet: Goals and preliminary plan for a old CCD irradiaton experiment.SummaryThis memo suggests some objetives and a preliminary plan for an experiment to on�rmthe e�ets of a room-temperature \bake-out" on the performane of ACIS CCDs that have beenirradiated with soft protons. Some bakground information on the ACIS ight experiene withbakeout is olleted here, and a brief summary of our (limited) understanding of the relevantphysis is presented. The goals are provisional and the experiment plan is far from omplete, soomments and suggestions are welome.One question that almost ertainly should be answered before we do the ground experiment is:At what temperature, and for how long, do we plan to bake out ACIS?GoalsIn priority order, the objetives of the experiment are to:1. Reprodue the e�et observed on-orbit in September 1999, in whih bakeout of the ACISfoal plane to +20 to +30C for about 8 hours aused a 30% inrease in the harge transferineÆieny (CTI) of the front-illuminated (FI) CCDs.2. Obtain data to support aurate predition of e�et of a seond on-orbit bakeout on ACISFI CCD performane.3. Determine the inuene of bakeout time and/or temperature on bakeout-indued CTI hanges.ACIS Flight Experiene with BakeoutDetails of the sequene and onsequenes of the September 1999 ACIS bakeout are presentedin a memo by Catherine Grant of 20 Marh 2002 (ACIS memo PS-197) whih is available on theACIS low-energy QE degradation website or at http://spae.mit.edu/ACIS/iais. A summaryfollows.SequeneThe (to date) sole ACIS on-orbit bakeout to room temperature began at approximately1999:256:0907UT. CTI measurements were made immediately preeding and following the bake-out/ooldown yle (ObsID's 62428 and 62418, respetively) at a foal plane temperature of -100C.There no radiation belt passages between the beginning of the pre-bakeout CTI measurement andthe end of the post-bakeout CTI measurement. The time-history of the ACIS foal plane anddetetor housing temperatures is shown in Figure 1.1



Figure 1: ACIS foal plane and detetor housing temperature pro�les during the 1999 Septemberbakeout. The foal plane temperature was at -100C before and after the bakeout. Temperaturesfrom both (redundant) detetor housing temperature sensors are shown.
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E�et on CTIThe bakeout evidently aused an inrease in the CTI of the (FI) detetor S2, measured at -100C,of 32:3 � 0:5 % (CTI inreased from 2:05 � 0:8� 10�4 to 2:75 � 0:4 � 10�4; all errors 1� �.) Theformal hange in the CTI of the bak-illuminated (BI) detetor S3 was 9:1� 5:5 %. The CTI of S3is better than that of the FI detetors by about a fator of 40, so the relative CTI measurementerror is larger for the BI devie.Subsequent bakeout to -60COn about 199:261 the foal plane was again warmed, but this time to -60C. A small improvement(4 � 5 % ) was observed in the CTI of both FI and BI detetors was observed; the improvementwas sign�antly larger than the CTI measurement error on in the ase of the FI detetor.Radiation exposure sine bakeoutsPrior to the room-temperature bakeout beginning 1999:256:0907, there were 7 radiation belt pas-sages with the ACIS detetors at the HRMA fous and unproteted by gratings. There was also asingle passage with ACIS-S at fous and the HETG in the beam during the period. During thesepassages, the foal plane was expsosed to soft proton radiation from the radiation belts. Betweenthe room-temperature bakeout and the -60C bakeout on 1999:262, there was one passage withACIS-S at fous (no grating), and an additional passage with ACIS-S+HETG at fous. Sine the-60C bakeout there have been no radiation belt passages with the detetors at fous. (Thanks tothe Ops team the SIM hardware!) Residual radiation exposure sine January, 2000 has produedan additional CTI inrease of about 8%. So, very rudely, (negleting exposure variations frompass to pass and assuming the gratings are perfet soft-proton shields) the radiation exposure sinethe room-temperature bakeout has been just under 20% of the total experiened to date.Physial MehanismsAlthough we do not have a quantitative model for the bakeout-indued CTI-degradation ofthe (radiation-damaged) ACIS FI hips, a reasonable physial piture has been proposed by ourolleagues in the MIT materials siene department [1℄. Remarkably, the mehanism has to do withthe behavior of arbon impurities embedded (before detetor fabriation) in the ative volume ofthe CCD. In outline form, the story goes as follows:� Carbon was present as an impurity, at very low levels ( 1 part in 108 or lower), in the (oat-zone) silion wafers from whih the CCDs were fabriated. Most of the C atoms oupy lattiesites that would be oupied by Si in an ideally pure rystal. These C impurites are said tobe substitutional. In these positions, and at these onentrations, the C impurities have nomeasureable e�et on devie performane.� During irradiation on-orbit, inident protons displaed Si atoms from their sites in the CCD'srystal lattie. Most of these displaed atoms simply returned to proper lattie sites. Va-anies are extremely mobile (di�use readily) even at the detetor operating temperature(-120C), however, so some vaanies migrate through the lattie until they bind with impu-rities suh as P (whih is intentionally implanted in the devie) or O (whih is a residualimpurity). These so-alled P-V and O-V omplexes (as well as V-V omplexes) at as ele-tron traps, and are very stable at temperatures enountered by the ACIS detetors. Theseproesses were familiar to the X-ray CCD ommunity before launh of Chandra, and lead toCTI degradation whih should not be a�eted by a room-temperature bakeout.� A seond proess that an our during proton radiation is that displaed Si atoms anexhange plaes with substitutional C impurites. This proess, whih ours readily at lowtemperatures, leaves the Si atom at a lattie site and the C atom in an interstitial positon.3



At -120C, interstitial C (\Ci") has extremely low mobility [1℄. Although Ci is assoiated withan eletron trap, the trap's energy level is so lose to the ondution band (0.12 eV belowthe band edge) that we would not expet Ci to a�et CTI at the ACIS detetor operatingtemperature.� At room temperature, however, Ci is relatively mobile. When the ACIS detetors werewarmed to room temperature, Ci atoms produed during the irradiation ould migrate in thelattie and ombine with other lattie impurities, suh as P, O or (substitutional) C. Given thehigh onentration of P in the CCD buried hannel, CiPs omplexes (\Ci/Psubstitutional")are espeially likely to be formed. The assoiated traps are suÆiently deep (0.21 eV through0.30 eV below the ondution band edge) that they a�et ACIS CTI. In short, the roomtemperature bakeout onverted benign Ci omplexes into malginant CiPs omplexes, and, asa result, detetor CTI was degraded.This qualitative piture seems to �t the fats, but it is diÆult to derive quantitative preditionsfrom it. One point worth noting is that the number of Ci defets generated during irradiationshould be at least omparable to the number of vaany-related defets [2℄. Thus if all Ci wereonverted to CiPs, the CTI might be expeted to double. The timesale for this onversion,however, is more diÆult to determine. A number of studies suggest that the mobility of Ci isappreiable, but not large, at room temperature. In one ase [2℄, onversion of Ci into CiPs andCiPO oured on a harateristi time sale of roughly 8 hours at room temperature in an eletron-irradiated, P-doped wafer. In another study [3℄ a high-resistivity n-type wafer (with extremely lowP ontent, but relatively high O onentration) was irradiated with very high-energy (23 GeV)protons. Ci omplexes ontinued to transform into CiO omplexes for at least 10 days during aroom-temperature \anneal." These results were obtained with devies that di�er in sign�ant waysfrom ACIS CCDs, and the authorities we onsulted [1℄ warned that, sine the reations dependstrongly on impurity onentration, it is \not easy to determine the exat annealing temperature[at whih, for example, Ci would onvert to CiPs in ACIS devies℄. But it is safe to say that Cidefets anneal [i.e., onvert to other defets℄ around room temperature." (explanatory braketsmine.)If this aount is orret, then one might draw at least the following onlusions:1. If timesales for onversion of Ci defets to CiPs defets are omparable to or longer than the8 hours involved in the 1999 ACIS bakeout, then a seond room temperature bakeout mightprodue a sizable number of additional CiPs defets, and an appreiable hange in CTI.2. If it were possible to remove the ACIS �lter ontamination via a bakeout at temperaturesigni�antly below room temperature, and/or for a period signi�antly shorter than 8 hours,we might materially redue the the assoiated CTI degradation. In any event, it is obviouslyhighly desirable to know the minimum e�etive bakeout time and temperature as aurately aspossible.3. A bakeout ould degrade the performane of the ACIS BI CCDs slightly. The CTI of the BIdetetor S3 has inreased by roughly 4 � 10�6 sine launh. This damage has presumablybeen aompanied by the reation of Ci in the harge transfer hannel of the BI devies, anda bakeout an be expeted to onvert the Ci defets in CiPs defets. Following the September1999 experiene, one would expet an additional inrease in CTI of about 30% of 4 � 10�6following an 8-hour bakeout at 30C. This small (less than 10%) overall inrease in S3 CTIwould produe a measurable hange in the S3 energy sale (by about 0.25% to 1%, depending4



on the energy, over the 0.3-6 keV band) and so might entail a re-alibration of the S3 energysale. A bakeout longer than 8 hours ould result in larger CTI inreases.4. It should be possible to make some quantitative tests of this piture with proton irradiationexperiments. For example, a devie irradiated old and then haraterized might show abouthalf the amount of CTI degradation (per unit inident proton uene) as did the devies weirradiated warm in 1999. The expeted timesale for CTI degradation at room temperatureare long enough (at least a few hours) that it should be measurable.Experiment DesignThe proposed experiment would involve irradiating a old (-100C) CCD with soft protonsat the GSFC irradiation faility. The experiment would onsist of a series of yles. Followingintial detetor ooldown and haraterization, eah yle would follow the sequene: irradiate,haraterize, warm-up, dwell, ool-down and haraterize. The radiation dose, as well as the timeand temperature during the warm phase of eah yle ould, in priniple, be varied. The aeleratorphase of the experiment ould be followed by a sequene of re-haraterizations (at MIT) after longerperiods at room temperature.A strawman experiment, designed to simulate ACIS history to date followed by one additionalbakeout yle, is outlined in Table 1. Other experiments, to �nd the maximum degradation-freebakeout temperature, or to bound the timesale for degradation during bakeout, ould readily bedevised. Sine a single bakeout and haraterization yle requires at least 20 hours (8 hours forooldown/warmup and about 12 hours for haraterization), just one of these experiments wouldrequire about a work-week at the GSFC faility.To haraterized the detetor we woud, at a minimum, measure CTI at 5.9 keV. Between10,000 and 50,000 ounts in the radiation-damaged area will produe a systematis-limited CTImeasurement. Given the small area of the GSFC proton beam and the requirement to limit X-rayux during the measurement, eah CTI haraterization will take about 6 hours. Sine there is somepossibility that trap time onstants ould hange as a result of the bakeout, it may be worthwhileto inlude squeegee or harge injetion tests in the haraterization.Given the time requirements, and our best (but as yet speulative) explanation of the \reverseannealing" phenomenon, a measurement at a single proton energy seems adequate. We wouldexpet the prodution of Ci impurities to be proportional to non-ionizing dose, whih is a knownfuntion of proton energy. We selet 100 keV beause we made several measurements at this energyin 1999, and beause both of the aelerators at GSFC are apable of this energy.It seems reasonable to begin with an experiment like that shown in the table, whih wouldrepliate the 1999 room-temperature bakeout, the subsequent irradiation, and the proposed �l-ter bakeout. The results of this experiment ould determine whether additional experiments (orrepeating the �rst experiment with another CCD) would be worthwhile.Logistial detailsCCD Availability:We have several detetors available for this experiment. We plan to remove the �ve CCDs urrentlyinstalled in the ACIS bakup foal plane in order to assure a detetor supply adequate for futureinstrument support ativities.Shedule:I have disussed the availability of the faility with GSFC/Steven Brown and we have tentatively5



Table 1: Strawman parameters for a old-irradiation experimentStep Radiation Pre- Bakeout Post- Total RemarksFluene Energy Char. Temp. Duration Char. Cyle Time(p m�2) (keV) (C) (hrs) (hrs)Setup Fe55 8Cyle 1 4� 107 100 Fe55 +30 8 Fe55 28 per 1999 bakeoutCyle 2 8� 106 100 Fe55 +30(?) 2(?) Fe55 22(?) per 1999-2002 dose andproposed 2002 bakeoutCyle 3 none none none +30 6(?) Fe55 20(?) hek e�et of extendedbakeoutPak 8sheduled the �rst experiment for the seond or third week in September, 2002. Steve Kissel and Iwill visit GFSC next week (23 July) to disuss interfaes and other logistial issues.QuestionsReferenes[1℄ Kono, K., Sandland, J. G., Wada K. & Kimerling, L.C.,2000 SPIE 4140, 267.[2℄ Asom, M., Benton, J., Sauer, R & Kimerling, L. 1987 Appl. Phys. Lett. 51, 256.[3℄ Kuhnke, M. Fretwurst, E. & Lindstroem, G. 2002 NIM-A (in press)
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